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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRINCIPAL

True education is what is visible and retained
when there are no exams, during break
times, in crisis, during scarcity…it’s not the
quantum of knowledge but the wisdom to
make choices, to sustain during adversity, to
have the courage to lead not only one’s own
life but touch other’s lives .Education is an
opportunity to understand the vastness of
life itself. It is what generates the ability to
solve problems, manage time, use resources
judiciously, provide alternatives, stand up for
the right, have the courage to adapt and to not only be able to earn a living but
also to earn respect and lead a happy life.
It is important that we promote the lifelong universal values of discipline,
compassion, co-existence, love, respect that humanize and soften the pressures
of life. Let academic excellence be fortified with an overall development of the
persona.
It is imperative to therefore, provide our children with an environment that is
enabling, caring and safe, where they can make mistakes and learn from them
as they dare to work towards their dreams, where failures are converted into
opportunities, where learning is imbued without the need for rote learning and
where there is no fear of judgment.
When they are with you, encourage and talk to the children. Discuss issues
from daily routine, share problems and arrive at solutions together, encourage
them to take up tasks at home and share responsibilities.
Besides providing the children with the security of a home, let them know you
are always there for them . Let us treat them as individuals .
Join us in this endeavour .Let us continue to work together and accomplish our
mission for our children together.
With Best wishes to All
Rashmi Mehta
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Celebrations at Salwan are so picturesque that one can have one’s
own childhood revisited. Dramatisations and presentations are
an integral part of imparting values here. During all occasions,
a plethora of events are organised. Be it Janmashtami, where
children from pre-primary sing and dance to celebrate the birth
of Lord Krishna, Dusshera – bringing out a colourful enactment
of the life of Lord Rama,Children’s day, the teachers made the
children feel special by
putting up a programme for them.
The children made collage of how
children’s day is celebrated in
different countries across the world
and enjoyed community feasting.
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The dance drama
Bal Ramayan , showcased
the victory of good over evil and the
gradual decay of values as time progressed, in
the form of a street play. Deepavali was a galore of Rangolies and
Diya decorations. The students burnt the effigy of Ravana. During
Christmas time, the children decorated the schools with stockings
candies and stars and staged a play ‘The fir story’. Some children also
shared the significance of the decorations on the Christmas tree.
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A smile on the face, and warm hug makes one’s day.
Similar is the beginning of the day for the children
when they come to school. The day starts with the
assembly which includes singing of the prayer followed
by a small yoga session to rejuvenate and embark on the
day with a positive note. Children reflect on the theme
of the month by sharing their pearls of wisdom through
a new word and a new sentence which is used to build
vocabulary and improve expression.
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To tap the latent potential
of a child, and to provide

a stimulating environment,

teachers carry out project
based

activities

in

the

class. The aim is to develop
child’s cognitive, fine and

gross motor and intellectual
growth. The circle time and
nature walk help students
to come out of their shell
and

explore

around

them.

the

world

Rhymes,

concept based stories and
The children make
presentations based on the
theme of the month. They show
case their talent through skits and
role plays.
In the month of September 2013 HasyaKavita
Vachan witnessed children emoted and recited
hilarious lines. Students from all the classes
participated in it.
A similar exhilarating experience
was the Interface With Parents in
December 2013, where parents
took classes of their children and
had a first hand experience on
how they learn.

free conversations provide
platform

to

strengthen

the bonding between the
teacher and students.

Beyond
the Curriculum

Activities such as visit to the Mini zoo, bird watching and nature
walk to the herbal garden in the school premises sensitizes the
children to be observant and relate themselves to the outside
environment.
A trip to the Stellar Museum was organized in December2013
where children explored, learnt and gathered an insight into
abstract concepts. They also played with didactic materials
used for creative activities.

Salute to the helping hands
Teacher’s day was celebrated in
a splendid way on 5 September
2013. Children presented a
Fashion Show for their teachers.
They imitated their favourite
teachers. They presented flowers,
handmade cards and sache
with titles to their teachers. To
appreciate the special efforts of the
teachers children also presented
a dance which was thoroughly
enjoyed all.
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Be it dawn or noon our
Multi Tasking staff extend
their dutiful helping hand to
everyone. They ensure that the
children board the buses safely
and the classroom timely. They
do everything with a mile on
their face.
To give recognition to the
efforts of our support staff, The
children celebrated Shayak Diwas in September. The students welcomed the
M.T Staff with a card and a smiley each. They sang rhymes for them and
served them refreshments.
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Health Mela ëArjateí

Health mela was organized in the month of December ,2013 . The aim was to promote
the importance of good health and well being among students and parents in a friendly
and informal setting. The chief guest Dr.Pushpa Bishnoi, Chief Medical Officer,
Gurgaon, emphasized on the need to improve the health of the students. The highlights
of the Health Mela were display of the students work .Sessions by experts dealing
with day to day health issues were also conducted .The sessions were fruitful and
informative for the audience, as it shed light
on various important health issues
that are prevalent in our
society.

Winter Carnival
Winter Carnival was organized in December’2013.
The carnival was inaugurated by Mr.Michael Dias,
Chairman, and AVM (Retd) A. Javeed of Director Salwan
Montessori School. Sector -5. The carnival had a plethora
of fun games food stalls and potter’s wheel .Parents also
took initiative to put up the game stalls. The Carnival
was equally enjoyed by the teachers of Salwan Schools,
parents and the children. The chirpy, excited laughter of
the little stars added to the festive spirit.

Day Care
We believe that each child is unique individual with

his/her own gift toshare. We provide a warm, nurturing
accepting.

where every child grows spiritually, intellectually,

socially andemotionally at his / her own rate of
development.

‘NAVTIKA’- Journal of Early Childhood Care
And Education
How Effectively the Journal is being Utilized in Our School
The learning at pre-primary should be child centered and
transacted through play way method and activities.
NAVTIKA journal on ECCE is used by teachers in different
situations and in the classroom teaching by doing the different
activities the physical, mental, emotional and social development
of children. It aims at holistic education for fuller and richer
development of personality of the child.
According to the current issue on Social - Emotional Skills in the
Early Years many activities and Lesson Planning are have been
prepared to motivate the learner to achieve his/her optimum levels
of the performance according to the children’s learning ability
and style which is inborn and further developed. In our effort in
doing so, many underlying activities as conducted to bring out the
inherent skills of the children and help them develop the Socio
Emotional skills for all round personality development E.g
• Role Play/Enactment
• Story Telling
• Show and Tell
• Use of different teaching aids to make learning more
meaningful
• Even for the parents Navtika is of great importance. They get
information which further helps in child’s Holistic growth.

Theme: Impact of Media in the Early Years
When the television was first invented and the concept of TV shows was
introduced, major newspapers rejected it saying it would never flourish as
people would rather spend time in the outside world. Years later, in the present
day world, we are at a stage where it is impossible to neglect the importance
that television and other media, like, newspapers, magazines, mobile phones
(now, tablets), music system have in our respective lives. Like everything in
this world, media, too, has seen both sides of the coin, that is, it has its pros and
cons. This makes it essential to examine the profound effect it has on the future
of our generation- on our tiny tots.
This issue of Navtika focused on “Impact of Media in the Early Years”. In the
words of the Guest Editor, M/s Usha Rai, Former Deputy Director of the Press
Institute of India, New Delhi, “Parents must realize that the media profoundly
leaves an impact on the social, emotional and physical environment of young
children and therefore, media and technology should be considered important
during the growing years.” Articles in the current issue explore the changes in
the patterns of playing and learning over the past decade, benefits of interactive
media, its disadvantages and how media can be effectively used as a tool in early
childhood programmes. The journal also strongly highlights the psychological
and social effects that different forms of media has on young children and how
a proper balance can be striked to derive the maximum benefit from media
without stretching out its harmful effects.

Teacherís Workshop
Learning is a continuous experience process. In order to make teachers aware of the
new teaching trends and help them to adopt the best practices in teaching, workshops
on phonics, mathematics and teaching aids were organized . Some of the workshops
attended by teachers were:

• Emergent literacy on reading and writing
• Montessori teaching in play way method
• Phonics in early years

• Reggio Emilia approach to teaching

Orientation Programme
Induction programme was organized On March 15, and March 21st 2014
respectively in sec 5 and sec 15 branch respectively to welcome the new
parents of classes Pre-Nur to K.G and class 1.
The programme started with performance of a little drummer from
Nursery class followed a song presentation by the junior choir and a few
mesmerizing performances by the children like vandana, dance and a puppet show.
The students also shared their memorable experiences
The student council members apprised the parents with school system. The Director
of SOOCH Dr. Manish Sammani also addressed the gathering and gave them
some tips about cautious parenting. A session on ‘Collaborating today
for a better tomorrow’ by the School counselor, Ms Jyoti Choudhry.
An interactive session was held by the Heads, Ms Moushumi Bose, Ms
Savinder Kaur and the Director, AVM A Javeed (Retd) with the parents to
answer their queries. The session was concluded by vote of thanks followed
by the introduction of the teachers. The parents also met the repespective
class teachers.

Three ers
Che

Ranesh Chandna (Nur-C), Sec 15
bagged the second prize in Scenic Panorama
• Manav Rachna International School
“One World”
September, 2013
Somya Singh (Nur-A) & Aanandita Virdi(Nur-C), Sec 15
bagged the second position in the Ramp Walk Event
Open Sky School
‘Rendezvous’
November, 2013
Lisha Agarwal (Pre Nur), Sec 15
bagged the first position in Little Hands on Work Event

Students with 100 % attendance: Sec 15
• Ayushi Sharma-Nur-B
• Ananditta Virdi-Nur- C
• Ananya Lakra-Nur-D
• Trinabh Nandal K.G-A
• Akshara Sharma K.G-A
• Hashmita K.G-C
• Nimisha Aditi K.G-D

Students with 100 % attendance: Sec 5

Best Plan the Day
• Lisha Agrawal-Pre Nur
• Mahi Paliwal and Avni Paliwal Nur-B
• Yashodhara Shekhawat
• Nur B
• Sadhika Kapoor K.G-A

•

Nousith Rehan Uzair Pre nur

•

Krishiv Jaiswal K.G A

Best Class
• Pre-Nursery

•

Mishita Chopra KG A

•

Arnav Rattan 1 A-

•
•

Hiten Chandwani 1 AShubham Bhardwaj ( from last three sessions)

Best Plan the Day
•

Vikrant Yadav Nur B

Best Student
•
•

Akshit Garg 1 A

Daisy Gandhi 1 B

Aliens on the Track

‘Running together’ was the enthusiasm that all the children of
pre-primary classes showcased in ‘Alien Races’ which was held
on February 07, 2014 The children practiced on the tracks well in
advance. These young ones were dressed as aliens, stars, moon,
sun, rockets, clouds etc. The relay race helped the students to
understand the value of team work to achieve a common goal. The
students of Bal Bhawan also participated in the event with great
joy and happiness They also received the token of appreciation by
the pre-primary teachers.

Annual Day

S.M.S sector 5 Gurgaon celebrated its Annual Day with a lot of fanfare.
‘A Trip to wonderland’ was an enthralling experience for the entire school. The children
displayed their inherent talent through a variety of events. The programme continued for
two days and was held in Salwan Public School, sector 15,II Gurgaon. The
chief guests for the day were Ms Parul Srivastava, Assistant Director,
NIPCCD, New Delhi and Ms Romila Soni, Assistant Professor
NCERT, New Delhi.
Mr. Michael Dias, Chairman SMS, Gurgaon, Ms Rashmi Mehta,
Principal SPS Gurgaon, Dr Indu Khetarpal Principal SPS Rajinder
Nagar, Ms Nisha Obherai, Principal SJS, Naraina graced the
occasion with their presence.
The programme started with a ‘Mahesh Vandana’ followed
by a ‘Welcome’ song by the school choir. The children also
mesmerized the audience with a Tae-kwon-do presentation.

The children took the audience to an imaginative world ‘A Trip to wonderland’.
It was based on the vision of our Headmistress, Ms Moushumi Bose, ‘Life is not
just about discovering our talents, it is about pushing our talents to the limit and
discovering our genius’. The entire show was woven around a beautifully woven
story written and directed by the teachers. The show was highly appreciated by the
august gathering. The Director, of the school extended the vote of thanks.
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Your health our concern
ANALYSIS
The following parameters were looked into::

Dental Caries/ Hygiene

:

Eye Problems (Distant Vision)

:

Over Weight /Obesity

:

Minor Problems (Enlarged Tonsils, Poor Hygiene)

:

Case History(Neurological Problems, Convulsion, Epilepsy,
ADHD, Asthma, Children With Special Needs.)

